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Abstract

The kinetics of ZnFe2O4 formation starting from mechanochemically activated Zn–Fe2O3 powders are studied. Mixtures of

metallic Zn and hematite were activated under air atmosphere in a high energy mill and thermally treated at temperatures between

500 and 650 8C during several holding times. During the activation, morphological and compositional changes were observed, but

ZnFe2O4 formation was not detected. The ZnFe2O4 content in heated samples was determined using quantitative X-ray diffraction

analysis. The resulting conversion–time curves were fitted using different kinetic models of solid-state reaction, calculating the

kinetic parameters of the studied reaction. The comparison with the conventional synthesis method revealed that the mechan-

ochemical treatment provoked a change of the rate-controlling step and a significant decrease of the activation energy, which was

more evident for the more activated mixtures.
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1. Introduction

Soft magnetic ferrites with spinel structure are materials with many applications in electronic and

telecommunication industries. This applicability is based on the combination of three fundamental characteristics:

high electrical resistivity, wide range of magnetic properties (which are strongly dependent on the cation distribution)

and relative simplicity of fabrication through conventional techniques [1,2].

The conventional synthesis of spinel ferrites starts from elemental oxide powders mixtures, which are milled,

formed and finally sintered at temperatures above 1300 8C. Conventionally prepared ZnFe2O4 is a normal spinel,

whose tetrahedral and octahedral sites are partially occupied by Zn2+ and Fe3+ cations, respectively. In spite of this

cation distribution and the electronic configuration of both cations (which should produce an antiferromagnetic

behavior) this ferrite is paramagnetic at room temperature. However, it is a well-known fact that this behavior is

strongly dependent of the synthesis and processing conditions [3,4]. In fact, uncommonly high magnetization has been

measured in ZnFe2O4 ultrathin particles [5]. This anomalous behavior has recently led to investigate alternative
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synthesis methods for ferrites, such as sol–gel [6], coprecipitation [7], hydrothermal synthesis [8], etc., aiming to the

formation of nanoparticles, which might increase the field of applications of these materials. There are other

applications of ZnFe2O4 that do not exploit its magnetic properties, such as its use as desulfurating agent of synthesis

gas [9] and, in recent years, the possibility of using zinc ferrite as a NO sensor in exhaust gases [10].

In the last 20 years, mechanochemical activation has become a very useful technique to synthesize a great

variety of materials [11,12]. The method is particularly attractive for preparing metastable phases or materials

whose properties are dependent on its ion distribution, such as ZnFe2O4. Moreover, from an operative point of view

the mechanochemical technique is more advantageous than the wet-route methods, since it is easier to control and

does not require the use of expensive and labile reactants. In spite of these advantages of the mechanochemical

method, a limited understanding of the phenomena involved during the activation is often recognized as one of their

most important limitations [13]. Surprisingly, there are few investigations concerning the effects of

mechanochemical treatments on the kinetics of solid-state reactions. Some works have focused on reactions

between metals [14], phase transformations of inorganic oxides [15] and metal oxide reactions [16]. Recently, a

kinetic study of crystallization of ZnFe2O4 starting from an activated mixture of iron and zinc oxide was reported

[17]. However, investigations including the determination of activation energies and mechanisms of chemical

reactions as a function of milling time are still lacking. These studies can be interesting for its potential application

in the control of solid-state reactions as well as for its contribution to the understanding of the mechanochemical

phenomena in inorganic solids.

In this work, a new route to synthesize ZnFe2O4 starting from Fe2O3 and metallic Zn is proposed. The use of Zn

instead of ZnO has demonstrated to be effective to prepare this and other mixed oxides [18,19]. In this way, this paper

has a double purpose: on one hand, to establish a simple methodology for preparing zinc ferrite through less severe

experimental conditions, and on the other hand, to contribute to the understanding of the effects of mechanochemical

treatments on the kinetics of solid-state reactions.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Mechanical activation

The reactive mixture was prepared starting from metallic Zn powder (commercial reagent, 99.0 wt.%) and hematite

(commercial reagent, 98.5 wt.% of Fe2O3) in molar ratio 1:1. The mixture was mechanically activated in a Herzog

HSM100 vibrating mill. This equipment consists of a 200 cm3 Cr-steel milling chamber, which was loaded with 60 g

of reactive powder, a cylinder and a concentric ring (both made of Cr-steel), resulting in a milling media-to-powder

mass ratio of about 60. The chamber was put under planetary movement (12.5 Hz) during times up to 30 min. At 6 and

18 min, small portions (about 2 g) were withdrawn from the mill. The obtained samples were named ZHx, where x is

the activation time in minutes.

The phase evolution of the activated mixtures was determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD), using a Philips

PW1830/00 diffractometer with Co Ka radiation at 40 kVand 30 mA. Crystallite size (Dc) and microstrain (he2i1/2) of

hematite particles were estimated for each sample. The breadth method [20] was used after a Voigt deconvolution of

the peak of maximum intensity (d = 0.2700 nm). This single-line method is based on the assumption that the lattice

disorder exhibits a Gaussian distribution, whereas the peak broadening follows a Cauchy profile. A silicon pattern was

used to determine the instrumental width. In order to select adequate reaction temperatures, differential and

gravimetric thermal analyses (DTA and TGA) were carried out in a Shimadzu DTA/TGA-50H instrument, using a

sample mass of 40 mg and a heating rate of 10 8C/min under flowing air.

2.2. Thermal treatments

The samples ZH6, ZH18 and ZH30 were submitted to thermal treatments in an electric furnace at 500, 575 and

650 8C, during times between 2 min and 24 h, depending on activation times and heating temperatures. In each

sample, the ZnFe2O4 content was determined by XRD using the external standard method [21]. The peak selected for

the analysis is located at d = 0.2543 nm (2u = 41.228, using Co Ka radiation). The choice of this signal was based on

its high relative intensity and non-overlapping with other peaks. The ZnFe2O4 standard was prepared by thermal

treatment at 700 8C for 2 h of a Zn–Fe2O3 powder mixture, which was previously mechanically activated for 18 min.
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The relatively low temperature used for preparing the standard allows assuming a crystallinity similar to that of the

ZnFe2O4 formed in the samples. In Fig. 1, the XRD diffractogram of the prepared standard is observed.

2.3. Application of kinetic models

Several kinetic models of solid-state reactions were tested in order to fit the obtained conversion–time curves [22].

Although the oldest models date from as long as 70 years ago, even nowadays some of them are used to describe most

solid-state reactions. Basically, it is possible to classify them in three different types: models in which the product

growth is controlled by diffusion reactants or diffusional models, models in which the controlling step is the chemical

reaction at the interphase and models where the reaction rate is governed by nucleation-growth. Two diffusional

models, developed by Jander and Dunwald–Wagner, were selected to test the experimental data. Also, the nucleation-

growth and chemical reaction models were tested. Table 1 summarizes the mathematical functions that were tested for

linear fit and the obtainable parameters for each proposed model. Through the linearized Arrhenius equation (Eq. (1)),

the best fit was used to determine the activation energy (Ea) of ZnFe2O4 formation in each reactive mixture

ln k ¼ ln A� Ea

RT
; (1)

where k is the reaction rate coefficient, A the pre-exponential factor, R the gases constant and T is the absolute

temperature.

3. Results and discussion

Fig. 2 shows the XRD diagrams for the non-activated (ZH0) and activated mixtures (ZH6, ZH18 and ZH30). A fast

decrease of the peak intensity for both reactant phases is observed. For hematite, this is a consequence of the loss of
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Table 1

Kinetic models used for fitting experimental conversion–time curves

Model Plotted function Parameters

Jander [1 � (1 � a)1/3]2 vs. t Slope = kJ

Dunwald–Wagner ln 6
p2ð1�aÞ

� �
vs. t Slope = kDW

Chemical reaction [1 � (1 � a)1/3]2 vs. t Slope = kCR

Nucleation-growth ln ln 1
1�a

� �� �
vs. ln[t] Slope = m; intercept = m ln[kN]

Fig. 1. XRD diagram of the ZnFe2O4 obtained pattern.



crystallinity provoked by accumulation of defects in the structure during the activation. For metallic zinc, this effect is

the result of both the loss of crystallinity and the partial atmospheric oxidation, which seems to be significant from

18 min on. In fact, in the diffractogram of sample ZH18, weak and wide peaks of ZnO (zincite) can be noticed.

Moreover, the diffracted signals of Zn show a clear widening with longer milling times, suggesting that the metal is

plastically deformed during the mechanical treatment. According to recently published results, in a joint milling of two

components, the particles of the more brittle phase tend to become covered by the more plastic phase [23]. In this way,

it is possible that during the activation of the Zn–Fe2O3 mixture, the metal is deformed on the surface of the brittle

hematite particles. This characteristic of the solid mixture was considered in order to select those diffusional kinetic

models that agree with this morphological description of the reactive system.

Fig. 3 shows the crystallite size and microstrain for a-Fe2O3 as a function of activation time. Both parameters are

expressed as relative changes to the respective values obtained for the non-activated mixture. According to the

duration of the mechanochemical treatment, well-different effects are observed. At short times, the main effect is the

fracture of the crystals, which undergo a size decrease of 90% in only 6 min of milling. However, at longer times the

formation of microstrains becomes more significant, especially during the last 12 min of activation where an increase

of 60% is observed.

The DTA and TGA traces of the prepared mixtures are shown in Fig. 4a and b, respectively. For samples ZH0 and

ZH6, an endothermic peak corresponding to Zn melting is observed at 420 8C (Fig. 4a). In addition, an exothermic

event with decreasing intensity and temperature can be noticed for all the samples. TGA curves (Fig. 4b) show a mass
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Fig. 2. XRD diagrams of ZHx samples. H: hematite (Fe2O3); Z: zincite (ZnO).

Fig. 3. Crystallite size (Dc) and microstrain (he2i1/2) for hematite as a function of milling time.



gain, which is also shifted at lower temperatures for the more activated powders. For ZH0, this band appears at 650 8C,

for ZH6 at 500 8C and for ZH18 and ZH30 it is observed approximately at 350 8C. This exothermic mass gain is

attributed to the oxidation of metallic Zn, remaining from the mechanical activation. Taking into account these results,

the mass percentage of Zn oxidized during the milling was calculated for each sample. The resulting values are

presented in Table 2. An extensive oxidation of the metal at only 30 min of activation is observed.

Fig. 5a–c shows the conversion–time curves obtained for the activated mixtures heated at 500, 575 and 650 8C,

respectively. A marked difference of reactivity between the sample ZH6 and the mixtures activated by 18 and 30 min is

observed. ZH6 shows low conversion values even at the longest reaction times; these values vary from 0.25 at 500 8C
to 0.60 at 650 8C. In contrast, samples ZH18 and ZH30 exhibit much higher conversion values and reaction rates. At

500 8C, ZnFe2O4 conversions reach 0.37 for ZH18 and 0.45 for ZH30; at 575 8C this value is about 0.65 for ZH18 and

0.75 for ZH30; at 650 8C both samples overcome a conversion of 0.80. In spite of these differences, the conversion–
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Fig. 4. Differential (a) and gravimetric (b) thermal analyses for ZHx samples.

Table 2

Percentages of oxidized Zn during the mechanical activation

Activation time (min) Oxidized Zn (wt.%)

6 25

18 67

30 84



time curves obtained for ZH18 and ZH30 show a similar behavior: both reach high conversion values at very short

heating times and exhibit much slower reaction rates as ZnFe2O4 conversion increases. This steep increase of a at short

heating times made difficult to apply the reduced time method [24] (in which the conversion is represented as a

function of t/t0.5, where t0.5 is the time for a = 0.5) in order to determine the appropriate kinetic model. Nevertheless,

the method used here is completely equivalent, since it is based on the same classical kinetic models.
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Fig. 5. Conversion–time curves obtained for the activated mixtures heated at: 500 8C (a), 575 8C (b) and 650 8C (c). (&) ZH6; (*) ZH18; (~)

ZH30.



In the case of ZH0, the conversion to ZnFe2O4 showed a steep increase with small temperature changes (for

instance, the sample did not show any reaction after 24 h at 725 8C and reacted almost completely after a few minutes

at 750 8C). For this reason, the determination of accurate time–conversion values was not possible.

For the activated mixtures the results of fitting each conversion–time curve with each theoretical model showed that

the only linear fit was obtained applying the nucleation-growth model. With the other tested models, logarithmic-type

curves were obtained instead of straight lines. This indicates that these kinetic models did not accurately describe the

ZnFe2O4 formation from the studied Zn–Fe2O3 mixtures.
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Fig. 6. Linear fit of the experimental data using the nucleation-growth model at: 500 8C (a), 575 8C (b) and 650 8C (c). (&) ZH6; (*) ZH18; (~) ZH30.



Fig. 6a–c shows the plots corresponding to nucleation-growth model for the three activated samples heated at 500,

575 and 650 8C, respectively. In all the cases a good linear fit is observed, with regression coefficients (r) very close to

1. Table 3 displays the parameters obtained from the fitted lines, and the rate coefficient values (kN) calculated from

them. The analysis at constant temperature of these coefficients reveals that they increase significantly with the

activation degree. The most important differences are observed between ZH6 and ZH18, while the rate coefficients

obtained for ZH18 and ZH30 are clearly closer. The increment of the thermal treatment temperature produces an

approach of kN values obtained for each activation time. At 575 8C, the rate coefficient for ZH30 doubles the

corresponding to ZH18, and this value is in its turn 12 times higher than kN of ZH6. All these ratios are smaller at

650 8C: between ZH30 and ZH18 the ratio is only 1.7, whereas between ZH18 and ZH6 it is approximately 8.

Fig. 7 is an Arrhenius graph, where ln[kN] is plotted versus T�1 for the three activated samples. A linear fitting

allows obtaining the activation energy of the reaction, whose values are shown in Table 4. The calculated Ea values for

all the samples are in good agreement with those previously reported for a conventional ceramic system, in which a

reactive mixture of ZnO and Fe2O3 is heated at temperatures between 690 and 760 8C [25]. In these conditions, it is

found that the reaction of ZnFe2O4 formation was governed by ionic diffusion, with an activation energy of 300 kJ/

mol. In contrast, for the mechanochemically treated mixtures, the ionic diffusion is not the controlling step of the

reaction kinetics, since the tested diffusional theoretical models did not adequately fit the experimental conversion–
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Table 3

Results of applying the nucleation-growth model to the kinetic data of the activated mixtures

Reactive mixture Slope Intercept r kN (h�1)

T = 500 8C
ZH6 0.216 �1.878 0.997 1.68 � 10�4

ZH18 0.208 �1.248 0.993 2.48 � 10�3

ZH30 0.213 �0.961 0.992 0.011

T = 575 8C
ZH6 0.245 �1.132 0.999 9.85 � 10�3

ZH18 0.321 �0.679 0.999 0.120

ZH30 0.319 �0.432 0.999 0.259

T = 650 8C
ZH6 0.259 �0.397 0.998 0.216

ZH18 0.318 0.189 0.995 1.811

ZH30 0.275 0.316 0.997 3.158

Fig. 7. Linear fit of Arrhenius equation for the three activated mixtures. (&) ZH6; (*) ZH18; (~) ZH30.



time curves. This suggests that the mechanical activation increases the ionic diffusion rate. Yang et al. report the same

observation for a similar system [17]. They found an Ea value much lower than that obtained by us and also by

Bamford et al., but it should be noted that this energy corresponds to the energy of ZnFe2O4 crystallization in a solid

mixture already reacted during the mechanical treatment. In our study, the energy provided by the mechanical

treatment is not enough to produce reaction during the activation. The creation of structural defects could give rise to a

faster movement of the ions throughout the solid rather than the nucleation of a new phase (ZnFe2O4), changing the

rate-controlling step of the reaction. An explanation for this observation could be the noticeable difference between

crystalline structures of the Fe2O3 (hexagonal) and the nuclei of ZnFe2O4 (cubic), which have to form and grow in an

unlike matrix. Taking into account that Zn2+ cations are the most mobile of the system [25], the ferrite formation

requires the diffusion of these ions through the Fe2O3 structure such as the reticular rearrangement that may possible

the formation of the cubic spinel phase.

The comparison of activation energies obtained for the milled mixtures reveals a significant decrease of this kinetic

parameter as the mechanical treatment time is longer. Between the mixtures activated during 6 and 30 min a variation

of 21% is registered. The marked increase of microstrains observed in this time range (Fig. 3) indicates a significant

structural distortion of this oxide. This result suggests that the mechanochemical treatment produced not only an

important increment of the ionic diffusion rate, but also enough structural distortion of hematite that could make easier

the nucleation of zinc ferrite.

4. Conclusions

The mechanochemical treatment of Zn–Fe2O3 mixtures produced the amorphization of crystalline structures of the

reactants, the deformation of metallic zinc and its almost complete oxidation after 30 min of milling.

During the thermal treatment, the formation rate of ZnFe2O4 was significantly increased by the previous

mechanical treatment, reaching high conversions at temperatures lower than those used in conventional synthesis

methods.

For the activated powder mixtures, the formation of ZnFe2O4 is governed by the nucleation and growth of the

product phase, unlike the diffusional control reported for the conventional system.

The mixtures mechanically activated for 30 min showed a decrease of the activation energy for ZnFe2O4 formation

of 21% with regard to the mixture activated for 6 min. This important variation can be explained on the basis of the

deformation of the Fe2O3 crystalline structure, which makes possible a faster nucleation of a very different structure,

such as ZnFe2O4.
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